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ABSTRACT 
We continue the study of the lattice _En generated by cuts of the complete graph 
on a set V, of n vertices. The lattice Pn spans an N = 
U 
2 -dimensional space of all 
functions defined on a set E, of all unordered pairs of the set V,,. Baranovski proves 
that symmetric Delaunay polytopes of a lattice L are completely described by classes 
of the quotient iL/L. We show that a class of the quotient -$QPn is uniquely 
determined by a subset S c V,, and a class of switching equivalent sets A c E,. We 
describe minimal vectors of all classes of iP”/Z$ We completely describe L-partition 
of six-dimensional space into Delaunay polytopes of the lattice P4 = fiD6. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this Paper we continue the study, started in [4], of the lattice 4, 
generated by cuts of the complete graph on a set V,, of n Points. Namely, we 
study Delaunay polytopes of the lattice Zn. The tut polytope P Cut n pro- 
vides an example of an asymmetric Delaunay polytope of L$. 
Symmetrie Delaunay polytopes of 3n are completely characterized by 
classes of the quotient +.5Q3”. In fact, Baranovskii [2] proved the following 
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result: Every symmetric Delaunay polytope of a lattice L is congruent to 
Conv(Q,i,), where Qmi, is the set of minimal vectors of a class Q of the 
quotient +L/L. 
We show that any class Q(S, &) of the quotient $-En/Pn is completely 
determined by a set S c V,, and a class ti of switching equivalent subsets of 
the set E, of all unordered pairs of distinct Points of V,. We characterize 
minimal elements of the class Q(S, &. 
We describe equalities which are satisfied by Centers of Delaunay poly- 
topes contiguous to the tut polytope P Cut, in the star of Delaunay poly- 
topes having a common vertex. As corollary, we obtain a description of 
Delaunay polytopes contiguous to P Cut,, along a pure hypermetric facet. 
We finish the Paper by a complete description of the star of Delaunay 
polytopes in the lattice z4. The lattice T4 is isomorphic to two weh known 
lattices GD: and h,(3) (sec [3]). (It seems to us that the isomorphism of 
the lattices 60: and R,(3) was not noted before.) 
We end this Introduction with some notation and definitions. Let V,, be a 
set of Points of cardinality IV,1 = n and let E, be the set of all unordered 
pairs q of distinct Points of V,,. For S, T c V,, we set 
D(S,T) = (ij E E,: i E S,j E T}, 
D(S) = D(S,V,, - S), (1) 
E[S] = (S, S). 
Let {eij E RE,: 1 < i < j Q n} be an orthonormal basis of RE,. In this basis, 
a vector d E RE” has coordinates dij, 1 < i <j < n. For X c E,, let x(X) 
be the incidence vector of the set X, i.e., 
Xtx) = C eij* 
ijEX 
A tut zjector or simply a tut 6(S), S c V,,, is the incidence vector of the set 
D(S), S(S) = ,y(D(S)), i.e., 
if/S fl {q}l = 1, 
otherwise. 
For any map r$ defined on subsets of the set V, and for i E V,, we 
abbreviate +({i}) to 4(i). In particular, notations S(i), D(i), and D(i, T) arc 
clear. Note that ij = {ij}. 
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The dimension of the space spanned by all 6( S)s is equal to N := 1 En\ = 
n(n - 1)/2. Since 6(S) = 6(V, - S), there are 2”- ’ Cuts, including the 
zero tut S(0) = 0. 
Let Zn = {S(S): S c V,_ i} be the set of all tut vectors. Let ZE” be the 
lattice of all integral N vectors. Clearly, Xn C ZE,. Hence the lattice 3n 
linearly generated by all cuts S(S) EX~, i.e., 
is a sublattice of ZE*, the lattice generated by the basis {eij}. We denote by 
22 En the lattice of all vectors d E Z En with even coordinates. 
A DeZuunay poZytope of a lattice is a convex hu11 of all lattice Points lying 
on an empty sphere of the lattice, and the lattice Points on the empty sphere 
have full rank. A sphere is called empty if there is no lattice Point strictly 
inside it. A Delaunay polytope P is called busic if the set of its vertices 
contains an affine basis of the lattice affinely generated by vertices of P. A 
Delaunay polytope P is called symmetric or asymmetric according to whether 
an antipode of each vertex of P is or is not (respectively) a vertex of P. 
All Delaunay polytopes of 9n form a partition of the space RE,. This 
partition is normal, i.e., it is face-to-face. This means that if two Delaunay 
polytopes of this partition are contiguous, then they share a common face. 
2. CUT POLYTOPE IS AN ASYMMETRIC DELAUNAY POLYTOPE 
OF -71 
Recall the following basic (and weil known) facts about the lattice 9,: 
(1) An integral vector d •2~ if and only if dij + djk + dki = 0 (mod 2) 
for all triples {yk} [l]). Th’ 1s condition is a special case that a cardinality of an 
intersection of a tut and a cycle in a graph is even. This implies the next fact. 
(11) For every d ETT, the set of pairs y for which dij is odd forms a 
complete bipartite graph. 
(111) 2zEn czn. 
(IV) 9”/2Z “> En =3 i.e., each d ~2~ is equivalent by mod 2 to some 
6(S) EX”. 
(V) The following set B of N cuts forms a basis of pn: 
B = {S(i), S(y): i,j E V,_,}. 
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The fact (IV) implies that every d ~9~ has the form 
d=2a+s(S), whereaEZ”. (2) 
The equation (2) shows that unique (0,l) vectors d ~97 are tut vectors. 
Let d ~9~ have (0, f 1) components. Since d (mod 2) is a tut vector, all 
such vectors have the form 
d(S; X) := 6(S) - 2/y(X), (3) 
where X c D(S), and the set D(S) is defined in (1). There are 2k’“-k’, 
k = [SI, subsets X c D(S). 
Since any X G D(i) has the form X = D(i, T), for some T c V, - (i), 
we simplify the notation of (3), setting for S = {i}, 
d(i,T) := d(i; D(i,T)). 
For ij E E,, let R,, be a reflection of the space RE” in the hyperplane 
orthogonal to eij. Any two reflections R, 
R,,R,,. Note that for d(S; X) of (3), we 
and R,, commute, i.e., RijRkl = 
have d(S; X> = l-I,,, x RjjW. 
For T c V, - {i), set Ri, = njEr Rij. Then RbRk = Rk,,. In this 
notation, d(i, T) = RkS(i). 
Since S(S) is a (0,l) vector, it is a vertex of an N-dimensional cube QN. 
Let S, be a sphere circumscribing the cube QN. The squared diameter of S, 
is equal to N. Hence the squared radius of S, is equal to +N. 
Let P Cut, be the convex hu11 of Cuts. Clearly, P Cut, c QY. Let j, be 
the all-one vector of dimension N. Then the Center of S, is an endpoint of 
the vector tiN. 
PROPOSITION 1. The tut polytope P Cut,, is a basic asymmetric Delau- 
nay polytope of the lattice 9”. 
Proof. By definition, P Cut,, generates the lattice z,. Hence it is 
sufkient to prove that the sphere S,Y, circumscribing P Cut,, , is empty. All 
integral Points lying inside S, are vertices of QN. These vertices lie on this 
sphere. Besides, by (IV), all (0, 1) vertices of z, are tut vectors. (V) implies 
that P Cut,, is basic. It is easy to see that the polytope P Cut,, is asymmetric 
for n > 2. ??
Recall that all tut vectors are (0, 1) vectors. Hence they form a binary 
N-dimensional Code. By (111) and (IV), this code is linear. By (V), the 
dimension of this code is equal to n - 1. The minimal distance of this code is 
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equal to n - 1. Therefore, this is a linear i , n - 1, n - 1) Code. The 
0 
lattice _Itn is the lattice generated by this code by Construction A of [3]. 
It is not diffcult to prove that, in general, the convex hu11 of codewords of 
a linear Code is a Delaunay polytope of the lattice generated by this code by 
Construction A of [3]. 
3. THE QUOTIENT +-En/Pfl 
If L is a lattice, then dL is a lattice of all vectors &z for all a E L. 
Obviously, L s +L, since 2L E L for any lattice L. Since L and 4L are 
abelian groups, the quotient iL/L is well defined. A class Q of the quotient 
iL/L consists of all vectors of +L equal to each other modulo L, i.e., 
a - a’ E L for any a, a’ E Q. Obviously, any vector of ;L having (0, 1) 
coordinates in a basis of $L/L represents a class Q of the quotient $L/L. 
Hence there are 2N classes of the quotient iL/L, where N is the dimension 
of L. 
We cal1 the squared length d2 of a vector d E RE” by its norm. For a 
subset Q c RE,, a vector d E Q is called minimal (in Q) if it has minimal 
norm among all vectors of Q. 
A symmetric Delaunay polytope of a lattice L is tightly related to minimal 
elements of a class of the quotient iL/L. Let Qmin be a set of all minimal 
vectors of a class Q of the quotient iL/L. Iet a E Qmin and let P,(Q) be a 
translation by a of the convex hu11 of endpoints of vectors of Qmin. Note that 
a is the Center of P,(Q). Let H(Q) be the space spanned by Qmin. 
Baranovskii [2] (sec also [5]) proves the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. P,(Q) is a symmetric Delaunay polytope oj” the lattice 
L n H(Q), and evey symmetric Delaunay polytope of L is of the ferm P,(Q) 
for some class Q of the quotient iL/L and a E Qmin. 
Since, by definition of a Delaunay polytope, it is full dimensional, P,(Q) is 
not, in general, a Delaunay polytope of L, but it is a face of the partition into 
Delaunay polytopes of L of the space spanned by L. 
We want to characterize classes of the quotient kqZ /“, . Since dim q, = 
N, there are 2” classes of i(t?/pn. 
For sets A, B & E,, we denote by A - B the set A - A n B. Then, for 
a symmetric differente A A B, we have 
AAB=(A-B)U(B-A). 
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Two subsets A, B c E, are called switching equivalent B = A A D(T) for 
some set T c V,. Since D(T)A D(R) = D(T A R), we have 
(AAD(T))AD(R) =AAD(TAR). 
In particular, (A A D(T)) A D(T) = A. H ence the set of all subsets of E, is 
partitioned into classes of switching equivalent subsets. Obviously, each 
switching class contains as many sets as there are Cuts, i.e., it has cardinality 
2”-i. Hence there are 2(;)/2”-’ = 2(“1’) switching classes. 
REMARK. For E _C E,, let G(E) be a graph with a set of vertices V,, and 
a set of edges E. By the above, all graphs are partitioned into switching 
classes of graphs with switching equivalent sets of edges. However, usually, 
switching classes of graphs are considered up to isomorphisms of graphs. 
Switching classes of subsets of E,, considered by us, are, in fact, switching 
classes of labeled graphs. 
Any switching class is uniquely determined by a set of this class. For 
example, the class containing an empty set 0 consists of sets D(S), for all 
s c ‘J,_ 1. Name this class a tut class and denote it %‘,,. 
For i E V,, and T 5 V,, - (i), let 9L.r be the class containing the set 
E, - D(i, T). Since E, - D(i, V,, - {i} - T) = (E, - D(i, T))A D(i) be- 
longs to the same class ~8:. T, 
gj.0 
we suppose that (TI < [(n - 1)/21. For T = 0, 
does not depend on i. Denote LZ?~ =9j;.0 and cal1 g,, the co-tut class. 
For one-element set T = (j}, 9,, i,(j) =g/.W. Denote gi’ =g;.W. 
Similarly, for IT/ < [(n - 1)/2], let g,jx T be a class containing the set 
D(i, T). Note that D(i, V, - {i} - T) E Zj,“ and E”,O = ‘G?,,. Since g;,(j) = 
8’3 ti), denote gi.i = Hilti). 
So we have the following additional facts: 
(VI) The switching class _9n consists of sets E, - D(S), for all S C V,. 
(VII) For rz > 5, there are t distinct switching classes Zij different 
from ‘8 and 9j.‘. 
0 
For n=3, 8$=g3 for all ij~Ea. For n=4, 
k$j =9>‘, where {kl} = V, - {y}. 
For a fixed S c V,,, a switching class M, and a set A ad, we set 
A, =A n D(S), (4) 
AS = A - D(S). (5) 
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PROPOSITION 2. Any class Q of the quotient iPn/Pn is uniquely deter- 
mined by a set S c V,_ 1 and a class ti of switching equivalent subsets 
A c E,. 
Proof. Let d E Q. According to (2) d is equal to mod 2ZE” to 
$6(S) + x(A), for some sets S E V,_, and A E E,. We show that 
+6(S) + x(A) and i6(T) + x(B) are equivalent modulo 3n if and only if 
S = T and A, B are switching equivalent, which implies the assertion of the 
proposition. 
If B = A A D(U), then x(B) - x(A) = d(U; A,) belongs to Tn. Con- 
versely, let +6(!5’) + x(A) - ;6(T) - x(B) ETn. This implies i(S(S) - 
S(T)) E ZE,, which is possible if and only if S = 2’. Now, as x(A) - x(B) 
is a (0, f 1) vector of Tfl, x(A) - x(B) = d(U; X), for some X c D(U). It 
iseasytoseethatU=A~BandX=B,. ??
Denote the class Q determined by a set S c V, and a switching class H 
by Q(S, ti). Since up to complement there are 2”-’ different sets S c V,, 
and there are 2(“i1) 
2”_‘2(“3 = 2(2) = 
switching classes, we obtain once more that there are 
2 N classes of the quotient kPn/Tn. 
Note that the number of switching classes is equal to the discriminant of 
Zn, i.e., to jq. 
We cal1 a set A EM S-minimal if the set AS has minimal cardinality 
among all sets A” for A’ E&. 
Now we describe minimal vectors of a class Q(S, &‘). 
THEOREM 2. Let _w’ be a switching class. The minimal vectors of the 
class Q(S, &> arc vectors 
d = id(S; As) + c eijeij, 
ijEAS 
(6) 
for all S-minimal A E&. The sets As and AS are given in (4) and (S), 
respectively, and cij is an arbitray (+ 1) function on AS. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 2 Shows that any d E Q(S, .& has the 
form d = id(S; As) + x(AS) + 2Cij, E,, zijeij. Note that norm dz of d is 
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equal to 
+ c (1 + 2zJ2 + c 
tjSAS y~E,-D(S)-As 
For d tobe minimal for futed A, it is necessarily that zll = 0 for y E E, - AS 
and zlj = 0 or - 1 for ij E AS. 
For such z,~, d has the form (6). Hence minimal vectors have the form 
(6). Since d”(S; X) = S”(S) are the Same for all X c D(S), d is minimal for 
all S-minimal A E&‘. H 
Below, we explicitly describe minimal elements of some classes Q(S,-d. 
For Y c V,,, set A(Y) = E, - D(Y > and 
ijEA(Y) 
d,(Y, e) = $,d(k,Y) + c qjeij, 
ijGAk(Y) 
(7) 
where Ak(Y) = A(Y) - D(k). 
PROPOSITION 3. (i> Minimal vectors of the class Q<S, 55’,,? are + *S(S). 
(ii) If n > 4, then minimal vectors of the class Q(0, c%‘,,‘]) are $eij. 
(iii) Minimal vectors of the class Q<0, g,,> are vectors d(Y, E), where E 
is an arbitray (& 1) function on A(Y >, and Y c V,, has cardinality /n/2]. 
(iv) Minimal vectors of the class Q(k i gnk, T, are vectors RF dk(Y, E) for 
all Y c V,, - {k} of cardinahty l(n - 1)/2] or [(n - 1)/2] and all ( + 1) 
functions E on Ak(Y ). 
Proof. (i) Obviously, S-minimal sets of the class @,, are only sets 0 and 
D(S). Since iS< S) + 6(S) = - $8< S) mod 2, the result follows. 
(ii) For n > 4, the switching class Z?,:j has the one-element set {q} as a 
unique 0-minimal set. 
(iii) It is obvious that 0-minimal sets of &3” are sets A(Y) = E, - D(Y) 
with maximal 1 D(Y )/. Since 1 D(Y >I = IY I(n - IY I>, ID(Y)1 is maximal for Y 
such that IYI = In/21 and IYI = [n/21. Since D(Y) = D(V,, - Y), we tan 
consider only Y with IY 1 = [n/2]. 
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(iv) At first, we consider the case T = 0. By Theorem 2, minimal vectors 
of the class Q(k, 9,J are vectors (6) with A,(Y) = (E, - D(Y )) n D(k) 
and Ak(Y) = E, - D(Y) - D(k), f or some Y C_ V,,. We tan consider sets Y 
not containing k. Then it is easy to see that A,(Y) = D(k) - D(k, Y ). Since 
Y is an arbitrary set not containing k, we tan interchange Y by Y’ = V, - 
{k} - Y. Then A,(Y’) = D(k, Y ), Ak(Y’> = Ak(Y ). For this Y’, the vector 
(6) takes the form (7). We find Y corresponding to minimal vectors, i.e., 
corresponding to k-minimal sets Ak(Y ). 
Without loss of generality, we tan set k = n. Then V, - {n} = V,_ 1. Let 
Y c V,. We tan consider Y not containing n. Then I A”(Y )I = K E, - D(Y )) - 
D( n)j = IE,_ 1 - D(Y )1. The set E,_ 1 - D(Y ) has minimal cardinality for Y 
such that IY 1 = [(n - 1)/2] or (Y) = [(n - 1)/21. Note that, for n even, we 
have to consider sets Y of both cardinalities l(n - 1)/2] and [(n - 1)/2], 
since they give different intersections (E, - D(Y )) n D(n). 
Now let T # 0. We show that minimal vectors of Q(k, 9:. ‘) have the 
form R:d,(Y, E). Since RFeij = eij, for y E Ak(Y>, k-minimal sets of gnk,’ 
are the same as of 9,. 
Recall that the switching class 9:. r consists of sets Bk, T = (E, - 
D(k, T))A D(Y ). Since E, - X = E, A X, for any X c E,, we have Bk,T = 
(E” - D(Y))a D(k, T). Hence Bk*T - D(k) = (E, - D(Y)) - D(k) = 
Ak,r(Y) and BkxT n D(k) = D(k) - D(k, T A Y ). Since d(k, T A Y) = 
R: d(k, Y >, we see that minimal vectors of Q(k, 9,fl’) have the form 
@d,(Y, E) with d,(Y, E) frOm (7). ??
Recall that a convex hu11 of all minimal vectors of a class Q of +2”/7, is 
a symmetric Delaunay polytope P,(Q) of dimension equal to or less than N. 
For Q = Q(S, SI), denote the polytope P,(Q) by P(S, &. Now we describe 
some symmetric Delaunay polytopes of 9n of dimension N. 
PROPOSITION 4. (i) The polytope P(O, .9,,) has dimension N. 
(ii) The polytope P(k, 9” k,T) = R:P(k, 9,) has dimension N, if n is 
even, and dimension N - 1, if n is odd. 
Proof. (i) By Proposition S(iii), all minimal vectors of the class Q(0,9,) 
are d(Y, E) for Y c V,, IY 1 = ln/21, and ( f 1) function E on E, - D(Y >. 
Let x E RE” be a vector orthogonal to all members of Q(0,9”). We 
show that x = 0. Fix a pair kl E E,. Consider the vectors d(Y, E) and 
d(Y, E’), where .eif = E!. 
xT(d(Y E) - d(Y E )) =% 
for ij + kl, and .skl = -$ = 1. Then 0 = 
I xkl. Since for every kl E E, there exists a set Y 
such that kl E E, ‘- D(Y >, we have xkl = 0 for all kl E E,, i.e., x = 0. This 
means that dim P(O, 9,) = N. 
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(ii) Since minimal vectors of Q(k, .9:, r) are obtained b reflections R$ 
from minimal vectors of Q(k, 9,,), Y we have P(k, gt,‘) = R,(k, .9”). There- 
fore, it is suffcient to prove assertion of (ii) for P(k, _!9J. 
By Proposition 3(iv), minimal vectors of the class Q(k, 9”) are d,(Y, E). 
Without loss of generality, we set k = n and n e Y. Then A”(Y) c E,_ i. 
Let x E RE” be a vector orthogonal to all vectors in Q(n, gn). As above, 
we tan show that, for any pair ml E E,_,, xml = 0. Now we show that 
x = 0, if rz is even, and x = ha(n), if rz is odd. 
Let n be even. Then we tan choose Y and Y’ such that 1 Y 1 = l(n - 1)/2] 
and Y’ = Y U {k}, for each k E V,_ i - Y. Then, taking into account that 
Xlnl = 0 for ml E E,_,, we obtain 0 = xr(n,(Y, E) - d,(Y’, E)) = xkn, i.e., 
x = 0. 
Similarly, for rz odd, we tan choose Y and Y’ such that 1Y 1 = 1Y’l = 
(n - 1)/2 and Y’ = Y - {k) U {Z} f or each k E Y and 1 E V,_, - Y. Then 
0 = rr(d,(Y’, E) - d,(Y, E))~ = xkn - xln. This implies that zkn = h, for 
some h and all k E V,_ 1, i.e., x = ha(n). ??
4. CONTIGUITIES OF DELAUNAY POLYTOPES OF L, 
All types of Delaunay polytopes of the lattice Zn are represented in the 
stur of Delaunay polytopes having the origin 0 E_E~ as a vertex. If two 
Delaunay polytopes of the star are contiguous (i.e., adjacent), then they share 
a common facet (i.e., a face of dimension N - 1). 
Let x be the Center of a Delaunay polytope P, of 9n whose set of 
vertices V(P,> contains origin 0 = S(0). Recall that if I’, is symmetric, then 
x belongs to a class Q(S, &) of the quotient ipn/pn, and 2 x E-E~, i.e., 2 x is 
a vertex of P,. For all lattice Points d ~9~) we have 
(d -x)” 2 r2, 
with equality for d E V(P,). H er e r is the radius of the sphere circumscrib- 
ing P,. Since 0 E V(P,), we have r2 = x*, and the above inequality takes the 
form 
2dx < d”, for all d ~9~. (8) 
We say that x is of $11 rank if the System of inequalities (8) satisfied by x 
as equalities uniquely determines X. Clearly, x of full rank is the Center of a 
Delaunay polytope P, of the lattice 9”. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let x E RN satisfy (8) for d = 2eij, for all ij E E,, 
und for d = 6(S), for all S c V,. Then: 
(i) xij < 1, for all ij E E,. 
(ii) x. 
(iii) Irx 
= 1, $ 2eij satisfies (8) us equality, 
> 0, then x satisfies (8) for all d ~_5$. 
Pmof. (i) is implied by the inequality (8) for d = 2e,. ~2~. 
(i) If d = 2eij satisfies (8) as equality, then this equa ity takes the form i. 
xij = 1. 
(iii) If d Ego, then, according to (21, d = 2a + 6( SI, for a E Z Ezl and 
S c V,,. Recall that (8) is equivalent to (d - x)” > x2. Set y = 6(S) - x. 
Since x > 0 and xij < 1, 1 yijl < 1 for all (VI. We have (d - rj2 = (2~ + 
y12 = 4a’(a + y> + y2, but aT(a + y) = Cjj ~~~,zoluijl laij + yijI > 0. 
Hence (d - x)’ 2 y2 = (6(S) - x)’ > x2. H 
Recall that by Proposition 1 the tut polytope P Cut,, is a Delaunay 
polytope of p*. We co nsider Delaunay polytopes of _5$ which are contiguous 
to P Cut,. A type of new polytope depends on a facet by which it is 
contiguous to P Cut n. 
Let P,(F) denote a Delaunay polytope which is contiguous to P Cut, by 
a facet F. Let W be a support of the facet F, i.e., coefficients of an 
inequality defining F are nonzero only for g.such that i, j E W. Let Y(F) 
be the set of all S c W such that S(S) belongs to the facet F. We suppose 
that 0 EY(F). Note that W - S EY(F), for S EY(F). Then a tut 6(X) 
belongs to the facet F if and only if X E T’(F), where 9(F) = {S U S’: 
S EY(F) and S’ c V,, - W). 
Let x be the Center of P,,(F). Then the inequality (8) holds as equality for 
6(X) for all X ES(F), i.e., 
x%(X) = +( 6( X))“, X ~c5-(F). (9) 
Since F is a facet, rank of the matrix 116{&X)lI, g E E,, X E 9(F), of Order 
MF)\ X N, is equal to N - 1. H ence equations (9) determine all coordi- 
nates xij of the vector x up to a Parameter A. A value of A is uniquely 
determined by a vertex of P,(F) not belonging to P Cut,. 
PROPOSITION 6. The System of equations (9) is equivalent to the follow- 
ing System: 
1 
Xij = -, 
2 
fori,j E V,, - W, 
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c xip = +s, 
iES 
forp E V” - w, s Es@(F), 
c xij = ;s<w - s), forS EP(F), 
(ij)ED(S,W-S) 
where s = ISI, w = IWI. 
Proof. Note that S(X) E Y(F), for all X c V,, - W, since 0 E Y(F). 
Recall that (S(X))’ = IXl(n - /XI>. H ence, summing equations (9) for X = 
{i}, {j}, subtracting equations (9) for {Si}, i,j E V, - W, and using the 
equality 2eij = S(i) + S(j) - S(Q), we obtain 
2xij = iP(6(i) + S(j) - s(q)) = +p(i) + S”(j) - P(q)) = 1, 
i.e., the first System of equations. 
Now consider equations (9) for X = S and X = S U { p}, where S E ti F) 
and p E V, - W. We have (S(S))’ = s(n - s) and (6(S U (p))j2 = 
(s + 1Xn - s - 1). Therefore, 
x%(S) = c xij = ;s<n -s), (10) 
ijED(S) 
r%(SU{p})= c xij- Ex@+ c “jp 
ijED(S) ie.9 jEV,-S-(p) 
ZE i(s + l)(PI -s - 1). 
Substituting the first equality in the second and using the equality xjp = $ 
for j E V, - (W U (p}), we obtain the second System of equations of this 
proposition. 
We tan rewrite equation (10) as 
c xij + c xip = i[s(w - s) + s(n - w)]. 
ijED(S,W-S) ie.7 pEV,-W 
Using the second System of equations of the proposition, we obtain the third 
System. ??
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EXAMPLE. Now, as an example, we consider a facet F = F4, q E Z +, 
1 < q a n/2, defined by the inequality C, ( i < jG w b,bjdij < 0. Here W = 
W+U W-, (WI = w = 2q + 1, (W+l = q + 1, IW-l = q, and bi = 1 for 
i E Wf, bi = - 1 for i E W-. [This facet is called the pure (29 + l)-gcmzl 
facet of P Cut,,.] Similarly to W, all sets of fiF,) are partitioned into two 
Parts, i.e., 
3’(Fq) = {S+u S-, W - (S+u S-): S+c W+, S-L W-, lS+\ = IS-1 = s, 
We describe a new Delaunay polytope P,,( Fg> contiguous to P Cut n along 
this facet Fg, i.e., we find coordinates of the Center x of P,,( F,,). 
The second System of equations of Proposition 6 implies xi = i for all 
iEW, pEV, - W. Using symmetry of the third System un Lp er permuta- 
tions in Wi and in W-, we tan suppose that 
U, for all ij E E[W+], 
xij = y, for all ij E E[W-1, (11) 
z, for all ij E D(W+, W-). 
Note that if q = 1, then IE[W’]\ = 1 and IE[W-]1 = 0. [See the definition 
of E[S] given in Cl).] Hence there is no y if q = 1. (We tan suppose that 
y = 0 for q = 1.) 
Then the third System takes the form 
s(q - s f 1)u + s(q - s)y + s(2(q - s) + 1)z = s(2(q -s) + l), 
The solutions of this System are all of the form u = y = h and z = 1 - h, 
where h is a Parameter. Denote the corresponding Solution by X(A). 
Recall that x(A) is the Center of P,(F,), and (8) holds as equality for any 
vertex of P,,( F,). Since F4 is a facet of P Cut”, any d @ P Cut, satisfies the 
following inequality (defining F4): 
c dij + c dij > 
rj~E[W+l ij=E[W-1 
(12) 
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Of course, for any d E RE,, there is a value h, such that 2dx(h,) = dz. If, 
in addition, x( Ad) satisfies (8) and (12), then x(h,) is the Center of an empty 
sphere, circumscribing the Delaunay polytope P,(F,). Now we show that 
d = 2eij satisfies these conditions for all y E E[W+] U E[ W-1. 
Let d = 2ekl with kl E E[W+] U E[W-1. For this d, A, = 1, i.e., u = 
y = 1, z = 0, and d satisfies (12). 
According to (11) and Proposition 6, x = x( A,) has the form x = 
,y(E[W+]) + x(E[WP]) + ix(E, - E[W]). Note that E, - E[Wl = 
D(W) U E[V, - W]. Hence 
x = ft?(w) + +x(E[V,~ - W]) + x(E[W+]) + x(E[W-1). (13) 
Since the sets D(W), E[V, - W], E[W+], and E[W-] are disjoint, we have 
0 Q xij < 1 for all q. Proposition 5(ii) implies that the inequality (d - x>” > 
x” holds for all d ~3~) i.e., x is a Center of the Delaunay polytope P,( FC,). 
PROPOSITION 7. The Delaunay polytope P,,(F,), n > 2, is symmetric if 
andonlyifn = 29 + 1 orn = 2q + 2. Forn = 2q + 1, P,,(F,) = Pc@, an>. 
For n = 2q + 2 and W = V, - {i], f’,(F({) = Rw+P(i, gn). 
Proof. Note that E[V, - W] # 6(S), for any S, if E[V,, - W] # 0, 
and E[V, - W] = 0, if IV, - W ( < 1. Comparing (2) and (131, we see that 
x E ipn/pn, if and only if E[V,, - W ] = 0. This implies that the Delaunay 
polytope P,( F,> is s y mmetric if and only if n = 2q + lor n = 2q + 2. 
Taking into account Proposition 3, we see that x is a minimal vector of 
the class Q(O, gn), for odd n, and of the class Q(i, 9~~“‘), for even R. This 
implies assertion of this proposition. ??
5. THE LA’ITICES 9n FOR SMALL 12 
In this section we consider classes of the quotient ipn/pn for small n in 
details. 
rr = 2, N = 1, 9s = Z. There are only two Cuts-o(0) = 0 and 6(l) 
and a(2)-and one switching class-the tut class gZ. Hence there are only 
two classes of $.ZJ!s, namely, zero class GYg and the class $6(1) + gZ. 
Minimal vectors of these classes are 0 and f +6(1), respectively. The tut 
polytope-a unit segment-is, in this case, symmetric and coincides with 
PU, ez1. 
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n = 3, N = 3, _c”3 = A, = D, is the unique three-dimensional root lat- 
tice (face-centered cubic lattice). There are four Cuts-a(0), S(i), 1 < i < 
3-and two switching classes-the tut class gs and the co-tut class .G@a. The 
co-tut class contains three one-element sets {12}, {13}, (23). There are the 
following 8 = 23 classes of +Z3/.Y3: 
O-class = g3. 
Three classes iS(i) + g3, 1 < i < 3. Minimal vectors of these classes are 
f i(eij + eik), where {ijk} = {123} = V,. 
The co-tut class s3 with minimal vectors +e,, , + e13, + ez3. 
Three classes +6(i) +g3 with minimal vectors * i(eij - e,,), {ijk} = V3, 
l<i<3. 
Proposition 4(i) gives a symmetric Delaunay polytope P(0, s3> which is the 
three-dimensional Cross polytope (octahedron) p3. The tut polytope P Cut, 
is a regular three-dimensional simplex CX~. These are known Delaunay 
polytopes of the root lattice A, = D,. The norm (squared length) of edges of 
polytopes P(0, g3) and P Cut, is equal to 2. 
n = 4, N = 6, pd = GD:= A, {3}. The lattice D6+ is a Union of the 
root lattice D, with a translated copy of it (see [3, Chap. 4, p. 1191). The 
lattice h, (3) is an integral laminated lattice of minimal norm 3 (see [3, Chap. 
6, p. 1791). 
There are 23 = 8 Cuts: S(0), S(i), 1 < i < 4, 6(i4), 1 =G i < 3. Since 
l(n - 1)/2] = 1, IT1 < 1 in gi,r and Z$,r. By (VII), there are eight 
switching classes: the tut class gd, the co-tut class gd, and 6 classes Z’lj, 
1 < i < j < 4. Combining cuts and switching classes, we obtain 26 = 64 
classes of the quotient ipb/“b. Proposition 4 gives two types of symmetric 
Delaunay polytopes: P(0, g4) and P(i, gJ). 
A description of classes of -&5?&$ is given in Table 1. The set of all 
classes is partitioned into Orbits of the group of all permutations of V,. The 
indices i, j, k, 1 in the table are all distinct and such that (i, j, k, Z} = V,. 
Note that minimal vectors of classes Q(i, ~2~) and Q(i, .@) multiplied by 
2 have norm 7 and mutual inner products f 1. Hence they span six equiangu- 
lar lines at angle arccos +. 
Let e, be a unit vector orthogonal to the space spanned by ph. If we add 
two pairs of vectors 
& +( eij + eik + eil) ZL eo 
to the set of minimal vectors of Q(i, gh>, we obtain eight pairs of vectors 
spanning in seven-dimensional space eight equiangular lines at angle arccos f . 
The convex hu11 of all these vectors is, up to the multiple &, a unique (basic) 
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TABLE 1 
Number of Norm of 
classes in Minimal vectors minimal 
Orbit of Q(S,-@? vectors dim P(S, .w’) 
1 
4 
3 
1 
4 
3 
6 
12 
12 
6 
6 
0 0 
3 
; 
1 
1 
2 6 
I 4 6 
1 2 
1 1 
3 4 1 
7 
4 6 
1 1 
1 2 
Delaunay polytope of the lattice Et. Hence the lattice il/ &)Pd = 0: is a 
section of ET by a hyperplane orthogonal to e,. 
Besides the tut polytope P Cut,, the Cross-polytope ßs = P(0, ~3~1, and 
the “twisted” Cross-polytope P(k, g4), there is a fourth polytope of the 
lattice Pd, a six-dimensional simplex S,. Norms of its edges are equal to 3 
and 4. There are six edges of norm 3. All these edges are adjacent to the same 
vertex. 
Note that, for all Delaunay polytopes of PJ, norms of its edges (i.e., 
one-dimensional faces) take only two values: 3 and 4. Let P be a Delaunay 
polytope of the lattice Pd. Since edges of P have only two norms, the 
l-Skeleton of P tan be described by a graph G(P). The set of vertices of 
G( P> is the set of vertices of P, and two vertices are adjacent in G( P> if and 
only if they are vertices of an edge of P of norm 3. 
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Facets (i.e., five-dimensional faces) of all four Delaunay polytopes are 
simplexes, i.e., all Delaunay polytopes of -E4 are simplicial. Similarly to the 
above, each facet tan be described by a graph. All graphs corresponding to 
facets are bipartite graphs K,,, with Parts of cardinalities i and j such that 
i + j = 6. (Recall that a five-dimensional simplex has six vertices.) Of course, 
K,,, is the complement of the complete graph K,. 
We cal1 Delaunay polytopes P and P ’ Zutiice equiualent if either P ’ = - P 
or P’ = P + a, for some lattice vector a. Note that if P is symmetric and 
0 E V(P), then -P = P - 2x, where x is a Center of P. Hence two 
symmetric Delaunay polytopes P and P’ are lattice equivalent if and only if 
its Centers x(P) and x( P’) belong to the same class of the quotient of 
%J-% 
For a Delaunay polytope, we denote: 
The Center of P by x(P), and set r’(P) = x2(P). 
The number of vertices of P by v(P). 
The ratio of volume of P to volume V, of a basic simplex (V, = 8/6!) by 
VP>. 
The number of lattice nonequivalent Delaunay polytopes congruent to P in 
the star at 0 by N(P). 
The graph of the I-Skeleton of P by G(P). 
Let s(P) = 1, if P is symmetric, and s(P) = 2, if P is asymmetric. Then 
the number of Delaunay polytopes congruent to P in a Star is equal to 
s(P)o(P)N(P). In addition, we have C, s(P)V(P)N(P) = N!, where N = 
(n(n - 1))/2 = dim -En. 
The star at 0 •9~ (i.e., a set of all Delaunay polytopes having 0 as a 
vertex) and corresponding Voronoi polytope of P4 are described by Table 2. 
All indices in Table 2 are distinct. In this table and Table 3 we describe, in 
fact, a special Delaunay tesselation of R6 into simplicial Delaunay polytopes 
of the lattice P4. 
TABLE 2 
P s(P) N(P) u(P) V(P) x”(P) r’(P) G(P) 
P Cut, 2 10 8 4 :3 z K 4.4 
feij + +(+eik k ejk) 
St? 2 16 7 2 fQeij k ekl + $(fe,k f ejkh K 27 K 1.0 
if(fe,, f ejk * eik> 
P(k, ~3~) 1 16 12 32 fejj + i(fe& + ejk f ekl> 
P(0,9J 1 1 12 64 +eij f ekl 
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TABLE 3 
G(P) 
K 4,4 
K 1.6 
K 6.6 
K 6x2 
K 4,4 K 1.6 K 
<zo;K, 3 
K 
- - -” 
- 
(lf3K3.3 - 
(12M,:, C@K,,, 
(@KL, (30)k,,, (32) K,, 6 
- 
(l)Ko, 6 @)K,,, - 
In Table 2, the graph KsX2 is a Cocktail Party graph. 
The Centers of all Delaunay polytopes congruent to P tan be obtained 
from x(P) of Table 2 by taking i, j, k, Z E (1,2,3,4} and taking signs + and 
- in f independently. For example, r(P) = +eij k ekl has four distinct 
Patterns of signs and three distinct partitions of V, = {1,2,3,4} into equal 
Parts. Hence there are 3 X 4 Cross-polytopes & = P(0, g4> in the Star. 
Note that the 16 lattice nonequivalent Delaunay polytopes of type 
P(k, ~2~) are represented by 4 polytopes P(k, LZ$), 1 < k < 4, and 12 
polytopes P(k, _9:‘) = RFP(k, g4>, 1 E V, - {k}, 1 < k < 4. 
In Table 3 we describe adjacencies of the Delaunay polytopes of P4. We 
denote a polytope P by its graph G(P). The graph describing a facet along 
which a polytope P is contiguous to a polytope P ’ stays in an intersection of 
the ‘row G(P) with the column G(P’). The numbers in parentheses Shows 
how many polytopes congruent to P’ are adjacent to P. Note that Table 3 is 
asymmetric with respect to numbers in parentheses. Note that there are 
C, NUN = 588 Delaunay polytopes in the star and therefore the 
Voronoi polytope P, has 588 vertices. 
The Voronoi polytope P,, has 60 + 32 = 92 facets. The 60 facets of P,, 
with its Center in 0 ~3~ are orthogonal to all 60 vectors of norm 4 of P4 and 
32 facets are orthogonal to all 32 vectors of norm 3. Esch facet contains the 
middle Point of the corresponding vector. A facet orthogonal to a vector of 
norm 4 contains 42 vertices. A facet orthogonal to a vector of norm 3 contains 
56 vertices. 
We are obliged to a referee for the shortened proof of Proposition 4. 
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